Naturalization/US Citizenship Presentation

Date and Time:
Thursday, July 1, 2021 - 12:00pm to 1:30pm

Description: In partnership with the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center, the International Center at the University of Michigan is pleased to offer a virtual naturalization/US citizenship presentation. This presentation is intended to provide an overview of the naturalization process and to address common questions and concerns. The session is open to all University of Michigan community members who are currently legal permanent residents (green card holders).

An attorney from the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center will provide an overview of the US naturalization process as well as important factors to consider when deciding whether or not to pursue naturalization. The attorney will also be able to address common concerns and individual questions.

The Michigan Immigrant Rights Center is available for free legal advice and individualized consultation/assistance with naturalization. For more information, please attend the information session or contact Ruby Robinson, co-managing attorney at the Michigan Immigrant Rights Center via email at rubyr@michiganimmigrant.org [1] or by phone at 734-239-6863 x658.

Register Here [2]

- This presentation will be conducted via Zoom
- Login information will be shared via email before the event
- Registration closes at 5.00pm EDT on 6/29/21

Tags:
faculty & staff [3]

Source URL: https://internationalcenter.umich.edu/events/naturalizationus-citizenship-presentation
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